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ABSTRACT 

The system identification problem is notably dealt with using adaptive filtering 

approaches. In many applications the unknown system response consists of an initial 

sequence of zero-valued coefficients that precedes the "active" part of the response. The 

presence of these coefficients introduces a flat delay in the incoming signals which can 

take significantly large values. When most adaptive approaches attempt to model such a 

system, the presence of flat delay impairs their operation and performance. The approach 

introduced in this thesis aims to model the flat delay and "active" part of the unknown 

system separately. An efficient system for time delay estimation (TDE) is introduced to 

estimate the flat delay of an unknown system. The estimated delay is then compensated 

within the adaptive system thus allowing the latter to cover the active part of the unknown 

system. The proposed system is applied to the Acoustic Echo Cancellation (AEC) 

problem. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Backfiround and Problem Specification 

1.1.1 System Identification and Acoustic Echo Cancellation 

System identification refers to the procedure of dynamically estimating the parameters of 

an unknown time-varying system [1] when only the input and the output (plus additive 

noise) to the unknown system are measurable (Figure 1.1). 

noise 

input 

*•. 
H 

output 

M 
Unknown System 

Detection 

Figure 1-1 The System Identification problem 

The unknown system in Figure 1-1 can be a transmission channel, an acoustic 

environment etc. The diagram in Figure 1.1 depicts a Single Input Single Output (SISO) 

system. Other arrangements include: Multiple Input Single Output (MISO), Single Input 

Multiple Output (SIMO) and Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO). One popular 
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approach to estimate the unknown system involves adaptive filtering techniques. In these 

approaches, the response of the unknown channel is modeled using a digital filter. The 

parameters of the digital filter are found such as to provide the best fit to the unknown 

system behavior. In [38] as well as in most adaptive filtering techniques, finite impulse 

response (FIR) filters are used. The coefficients of such filters are dynamically optimized 

using gradient-based iterative techniques. A typical scenario is depicted in Figure 1-2. 

Noise 
Signal 

r(n> 
H(o) 

xfn) 

Mic Unknown System: 

Desired 
Signal 

d{n|=r(n)+w{n) 

4,+ A 
r(n) 

d(n)+r(nj-r(n) 

Adaptive 
Filter input signal 

error signal 
e(n) 

Figure 1-2 SISO System Identification using adaptive filtering 

The aim of the adaptive filter in Figure 1-2 is to model the unknown channel such that the 

error signal is minimized. In this way, the output of the filter r(ri) tries to estimate the 

output r(n) of the unknown system. Notice that both the adaptive filter and the unknown 

system are driven by the same input, while the output of the unknown system serves as 

the "desired" output of the adaptive filter. 
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The performance of the adaptive system is usually measured in terms of the following 

parameters [2]: 

Convergence speed - speed with which the adaptive filter reaches the desired solution; 

1. Misadjustment - amount by which the final value of the mean squared error 

(MSE) deviates from the MSE produced by the optimal Wiener filter; 

2. Tracking - ability to track statistical variations of the unknown system; 

3. Robustness - resistance to small disturbances; 

4. Computational requirements - depends on number of operation required to 

complete a single iteration of the algorithm and memory requirements. 

Several factors decide the performance of the adaptive algorithms such as [2]: 

1. The type of adaptive approach used (LMS, RMS, time vs. frequency vs. subband 

domain) 

2. The nature of the unknown channel (long vs. short impulse response, linear vs. 

nonlinear, time varying vs. time invariant, etc) 

3. The nature of the signals (white vs. coloured, wideband vs. narrowband, time 

varying vs. time invariant, etc). 

Acoustic Echo Cancellation (AEC) is a scenario where system identification techniques 

are applied to estimate the response of an unknown acoustic environment, or acoustic 

path. The acoustic environment to be modeled is often termed the loudspeaker-enclosure-

microphone (LEM) system (Figure 1-3). Acoustic echo occurs in cases when a direct path 

between the transmitter (microphone) and receiver (loudspeaker) exists. In such a case, 

the signal propagates from the receiver, through the acoustic environment and back to the 

transmitter. Some of the applications when acoustic echo is present are teleconferencing, 

VOIP and other hands-free applications [3]-[9], [12]-14], [18], [35]-[37]. In addition, 
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such applications introduce into the signal delays that are inherent to the communication 

system. A general configuration for single-channel AEC is shown in Figure 1-3. 

* 

Near end 
speaker 

Near End Terminal 

LEM System 

0) c 
c 
(0 

JC 

O 

O 
UJ 

< 

(d) 

$ > 

Estimate 
of echo 

to far end 

Environment 

Adaptive 
Filter 

Speaker (b) 

(a) 

from far end 

Figure 1-3 Setup for Acoustic Echo Cancellation 

The echo signal corrupts the quality of the communication since it is transmitted back to 

the far end speaker. An AEC system is employed to estimate the echo signal and subtract 

it from the signal received at the microphone. 
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1.1.2 Properties of Acoustic Channels and the Need for Time Delay Estimation 

The acoustic channels considered in this thesis are represented by a long impulse 

response - sometimes thousands of samples long - and are typical for medium to large-

sized rooms [10], [11]. Two typical impulse responses of acoustic environments are 

shown in Figures 1-4 and 1-5. The acoustic impulse responses of Figure 1-4 and 1-5 can 

be divided by observation into three sections. The first section is composed of 

consecutive zero-valued coefficients. The presence of these coefficients introduces the so-

caWed flat delay [10] into the input signal (see Figure 1-5). In many applications such as 

teleconferencing and VOIP, the flat delay can take vey large values due to the channel 

delays, packetizing jitter buffering etc. The next section in the impulse response is 

composed of only a few coefficients that have relatively large values. These coefficients 

represent the direct path as well as early reflections between the receiver and the 

transmitter which are located at each boundary of the echo path. The last section is 

composed of a large number of quasi-exponentially-decreasing coefficients. These 

coefficients are due to reflections as well as absorption and attenuation of the signal from 

the loudspeaker caused by the walls and other objects that are present within the acoustic 

environment. As a result of these coefficients, the acoustic channel introduces 

reverberation which causes spectral distortion of the signals [12], [18]. It can be deduced 

by visual inspection that the echo path signal in Figure 1-5 has higher reverberation than 

the one in Figure 1-4, i.e. the environment is more reverberant. The two acoustic echo 

path responses in Figures 1-4 and 1-5 are the ones used for simulations throughout this 

thesis. 
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Figure 1-4 Impulse response of room with low reverberation. 
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Figure 1-5 Impulse response of highly reverberant room. 



When modeling acoustic responses (echo paths) such as the ones in Figures 1-4 and 1-5, 

one of the main obstacles that adaptive filtering techniques are faced with is the possible 

excessive length of the acoustic echo path response. In such a scenario, a FIR adaptive 

filter could need thousands of coefficients to achieve the desired mean square error 

(MSE) performance. If a flat delay is also present, the FIR adaptive filter will "spend 

resources" trying to model this section of the echo path; furthermore this sections is not 

usually modeled exactly as a pure delay due to the random nature of the coefficient search 

in the adaptive filters. 

The approach introduced in this thesis aims at estimating the flat delay present in the echo 

path and incorporating this delay in the signal path accordingly such that the reference 

signal is "centered" with respect to the input signal. In this way the adaptive filter will 

only have to model the active part of the impulse response of the unknown channel 

(Figure 1-6). 

The impulse response of acoustic environments such as the ones treated in this thesis can 

change due to minimal variations in the position of receivers, transmitters and objects that 

are placed within the environment [10], [12], [14]. This makes such systems highly time-

varying. Hence the need for continuous estimation of the flat delay arises. 
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Figure 1-6 Compensation of the flat delay into the signal path 

1.1.3 Properties of Speech Signals 

As mentioned in Section 1.1.1, the performance of adaptive algorithms depends heavily 

on the nature of the input signals. In the AEC applications treated in this project, speech 

signals are mostly used. Identifying systems when speech signals are present is especially 

difficult [10] - [14]. 

Speech signals are wideband signals with frequency range 100 - 8000 Hz. The 

frequencies 300 - 3400 Hz are of main interest since they contain most of the information 

and energy of the signal. Speech signals are highly time-varying. Nonetheless, short-term 

stationarity may be assumed for intervals of about 20ms. Speech signals are also highly 

correlated, which poses additional problems for adaptive filtering and time delay 

estimation approaches [13], [14], [18]. 
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1.2 Motivation 

Although a number of approaches for TDE exist, many of them must compromise 

between complexity and performance. The scale of difficulty increases especially when 

factors such as reverberation, noise, coloured signals and time-variance need to be 

accounted for. When real-time operation constraints are introduced, the task becomes 

even more difficult. In acoustic echo cancellation, all of the constraints mentioned above 

are present. 

The current project was motivated by the need to find a TDE scheme that combines 

robustness in the presence of noise and coloured signals with an aptitude for real-time 

operation - i.e. low complexity and high speed of convergence. 

1.3 Objective 

The objective of this thesis is to introduce a time delay estimation algorithm that can be 

applied in real time for speech signals and time-varying environments for the estimation 

of the flat delay present in acoustic environments. The proposed algorithm will operate in 

tandem with adaptive filtering techniques thus improving their performance and 

introducing computational savings. 
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CHAPTER 2 

TIME DELAY ESTIMATION 

Consider the two discrete signals: 

x(n) and x^n)=ax(n-A)+w(n) (2-1) 

where w(n) is a noise signal uncorrelated with x(n) and a is a constant. The purpose of a 

TDE system is to determine the value of the delay A when only x(n) and x^n) are given. 

Note that: 

xjn)=ax(n) *8(n- A)+w(n) (2-2) 

where * denotes convolution. The scenario depicted in (2-1) and (2-2) represents the ideal 

situation when the signals in question are simply shifted versions of each other. A more 

general case - which is more applicable to real world situations - will be treated later on 

as this chapter progresses. 

TDE is used in applications such as source localization [15], [16], [19]-[24] and echo 

cancellation [10], [11]. In the following sections, several techniques to estimate the 

optimal delay are presented. For an introduction of related statistical concepts such as 

cross correlation, power spectral density and so on, the reader is referred to Appendix A. 
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2.1 Time Delay Estimation via Cross-Correlation 

When x(n) and Xd(n) in (2-1) are both real-valued white signals, the method of finding the 

delay A using cross-correlation is straight forward. Simply put, the optimal delay between 

two such signals is that for which their cross-correlation function is maximized. A simple 

derivation illustrates this point: 

Rxxd
t<n,d)=E{x{n-d)xJyn)}= E{ax(n-d)x(n-A)}+ E{x(n-d)w(n)}=a5(n-A+d) (2-3) 

where Rafael) is the cross correlation function between x(n) and Xd(n), E{.} denotes the 

expected value operation and 5(n) is the Kroenecker delta function. It is evident from (2-

3) that the cross correlation function above is maximized at d=A. 

In general, the cross correlation approach to TDE is applied by finding values of the cross 

correlation Rxxd(n,d) between x(n) and Xd(n) for several values of d. The optimal value for 

the delay is the value of d for which the value of the cross correlation is maximized, that 

is: 

A = argdimaxiR^din, d))} (2-4) 

The time index n is included in the expression for the cross correlation to imply that it can 

be time varying. Note that (2-4) is a formulation of a parameter estimation problem. 

As discussed in Appendix A, for ergodic signals, ensemble averages can be approximated 

using time averages. We assume that the signals in this thesis are all created from ergodic 

processes, which is the case for many real-world signals. With that in mind, the cross 

correlations of interest are computed using the time averages: 
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1 K/2 

Rxxd (n, d) = E{x(n - d)xd («)} = lim — ^ x(n - d - k)xd (n - k) (2-5) 

The expression in (2-5) is not computable due to the infinite time window lengths. To 

make practical implementations possible, the time averaging should be performed over a 

finite time window of size K samples: 

1 K-l 
Rxxd (M) = — X *(" ~ d ~ k)Xdin ~ k) 

-K *:=0 
(2-6) 

The cross correlation between a white signal and its delayed version is shown in Figure 2-

1. Notice that the correlation function is simply an impulse at the delay point. 
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Figure 2-1 Cross correlation function between delayed white noise signals (A = 200 samples) 
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2.2 Time Delay Estimation via Generalized Cross Correlation 

When dealing with colored signals such as speech, the accuracy of TDE using cross 

correlation deteriorates significantly. The cross-correlation between a speech signal and 

its delayed version is a highly varying function with several maxima and sometimes the 

optimal delay cannot even be extracted [10], [19]. The cross correlation function between 

two speech signals - one of which is simply a delayed version of the other - is shown in 

Figure 2-2. 

Cross Correlation Function for Speech Signals 

-200 -150 -100 
Deiay (samples) 

Figure 2-2 Cross correlation function for delayed speech signals (A = 200 samples) 

The cross correlation function in Figure 2-2 was calculated using (2-6) with a window of 

62ms (K = 5000 samples, sampling rate Fs = 8000Hz). The optimal delay (at -200 

samples) is not clear, and the task of estimating it is made even harder by the presence of 

other local maxima in its vicinity. Thus, when it comes to real-time implementations, the 

straight-forward cross correlation approach becomes unfeasible. 
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One proposed solution to the problem just presented is based on the Generalized Cross 

Correlation (GCC) technique [19], [20]. The GCC method is based on a prefiltering 

operation which is performed on each input signal. The prefiltering operation modifies 

the spectral characteristics of the signals and reduces the correlation between subsequent 

samples [12]. In a sense, the prefiltering operation can be seen as having the purpose of 

making the signals resemble white noise. The GCC method is the most popular method 

for TDE and is known to perform well in environments with moderate noise and low 

reverberation. 

Given two speech signals x(n) and xj(ri) = ax(n-A)+w(n), two new signals y(n) and yjji) 

are derived by prefiltering x(n) and xj(ji): 

y{n) = x(n)*hi(ri) (2-7a) 

and: 

yjn) = x^n)*h2(n) = ax(n-/S)*h2(n) + w(n)*h2(n) (2-7b) 

where hi=\hi(0), ...,h](Ni-l)] and Ii2=[h2(0), ...,h2(N2-l)] are the coefficients of the 

prefilters. These prefilters are designed such that the delay between the resulting signals 

y(n) and yjji) is easier to detect compared to the delay between the initial signals x(n) and 

Xd(n). The GCC approach then consists of finding the value of the delay that maximizes 

the cross correlation between y(n) and yd(n), that is: 

k = argd{max(Ryyd(n,d))} (2-8) 

The following procedure helps in determining the properties of the filters A ./and I12. 
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2.2.1 Prefiltering 

Knowing that the delay between two signals is easier to estimate if they are similar to 

white noise, the prefiltering step aims at modifying the spectrum of x(n) and xjji) such 

that they are made to resemble the spectrum of white noise. 

The cross correlation functions for each pair of signals can be approximated as follows: 

RXXj (n, d) = 1 § x(n - d - k)xd (n - k) (2-9) 

and: 

Ryy^n,d) = ^y(n-d-k)yd(n-k) (2-10) 

The cross power spectral density (PSD) of y(n) and yd(n) can be approximated by using 

the periodogram (see Appendix A): 

*»< (».*) = I K . (*>**-" * YM)Y
T

Aa) (2-11) 
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In (2-11), Tis the observation time and Yj{co) and Yar (co) are the Fourier transforms of 

the signals y(n) and yd(n) observed over a period T. Furthermore: 

YT(co)YdT(co) 
®yySn,ri)=YdRm(n,d)e-

(2-12) 

-jod M T y^J1 dT ' 

_ Xr(o})H}(co)Xdr(o))H2(o)) 
- j . 

_ H,(co)H2(co)XT(co)XdT(co) 

~ T 
^(co)XT{co)XdT{co) = 

T 
= V(co)®(n,co) 

XT(CO) and X^T (CO) are the Fourier transforms of the signals x(n) and xj(n) observed over a 

period T. Hi(co) and H2 (co) are the frequency responses of the filters A/and I12. 

Equation (2-12) states that the cross PSD of the prefiltered signals y(n) and yj(n) can be 

approximated by frequency-weighing the PSD O (n,a>) of the input signals. The 

frequency-domain weighing function ¥(&>) = Hx (a>)H2 (co) provides the relation 

between O (n,co) andOWrf (n,co). Taking a step back, the cross correlation in (2-10) is 

the inverse Fourier transform of (2-11), that is: 

co 

Rm{n,d)=\<$>m{n,co)eJmldco = 
—00 

1 °° 
= - jW(n,(o)XT(n,Q})X*dr(n,(o)eJmlda) = (2-13) 

- c o 

= - J\P(«,fl>)0^ (n,co)ej03ddco 
- c o 

The expression in (2-13) can be computed using DFT in real systems by changing the 

integration to a summation over a finite number of terms. 
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In order to perform GCC, the frequency responses of the prefilters ///(co) and /^(co) must 

be determined. Two factors help at determining i//(co) and H2(a>): 

1. The PSD <D ,„, (n, co) must be similar to that of white noise - which is a constant 

yy<iv ' ' 

over all frequencies; 

2. ///(co) and /^(co) are identical. 

Many choices are available for prefilters depending on the desired result and the criteria 

to be optimized. Table 2-1 summarizes some of the possible choices. 

Table 2-1 GCC Weighing Functions 

Name 

Cross Correlation 

PHAT 

SCOT 

Roth 

Expression for 

T(n,co) 

1 

1/ ^»M,(D) 

\l^x(n,co)<$>Xd(n,o)) 

l /O r (n,co) 

The PHAT prewhitening technique [19] is the method of choice for most applications of 

GCC. Figure 2-3 depicts the GCC function for the same speech signal as in Figure 2-2 

(with a window of 62ms, K = 5000 samples, Fs = 8000Hz). The difference in 

performance is clear, but it comes at a higher computational cost. 
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Figure 2-3 GCC for delayed speech signals 

2.3 Time Delay Estimation in Acoustic Echo Cancellation - Reverberation 

In the discussions so far, it was assumed that the two signals are simply delayed versions 

of each other (plus noise) having a relationship such as in (2-1). In a scenario such as 

AEC, and many other real-world situations, the original signal goes through reflections, 

attenuation and absorption effects caused by the environment (Figures 1-4, 1-5). This 

results in the final signal being a weighted sum of delayed versions of the original signal 

plus an added noise: 

N-l 

xd(n) = ^ h(k)x(n-k) + w(n) = hTx„ + w{n) (2-14) 
t=o 

T T 

where xn=[x(n),x(n-l)...,x(n-N+l)J is the input vector, and h=[h(0), h(l),...,h(N-l)] can 

be seen as the impulse response of the echo path. 
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loudspeaker 

1— Room 

Figure 2-4 Propagation of sound through the acoustic environment 

Thus a "linear filtering" operation such as the one in (2-14) is performed by the 

environment on the input signal. This filtering operation accounts for the following 

effects: 

1. Introduction of aflat delay on the input signal - which is caused by the initial 

zero-valued coefficients present in the echo path impulse response. The value of 

the delay is the distance (in samples) between the first sample of the echo path 

response and the peak of this response. This peak corresponds to one of the first 

samples of the "active" section of the echo path response and is due to the direct 

path between the signal source (loudspeaker) and receiver (microphone) - see 

Figures 1-4 and 1-5. The value for this particular delay must be estimated. 

2. Reverberation - is caused by the section of the echo path response composed of 

coefficients having quasi-exponentially-decreasing magnitude. Reverberation 
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makes it very difficult for techniques such as cross correlation or GCC to estimate 

the delay [12], [14], [16]. 

When the signals in question are white, one can proceed similarly to the derivation in (2-

3): 

RxxJn>d) = E{x(n-d)xd(n)} = 
N-\ 

= E{x(n-dj^Th(k)x(n-k)} + E{x(n-d)w(n)} = 

N-l 

= ^h(k)E{x(n-d)x(n-k)} + E{x(n-d)w(n)} = 
4=0 

= Yi
h(k)S(n-k + d) = h'(n) 

(2-15) 

<t=o 

where: 

h\ri) = 

0 for n < d 

h(n-d) for d<n<N + d (2-16) 

0 ioxn>N + d 

The expression in (2-15) is maximized at the same point where the impulse response h is 

maximized. For an impulse response such as the one in Figures 1-4 or 1-5, the maximal 

point indicates the direct echo path. The cross correlation between a white signal and its 

filtered version using a filter with impulse response from Figure 1 -4 is shown in Figure 2-

5. For this simulation, the correlation was calculated over a window of 0.5s, the cross 

correlation window is X=4000 samples with sampling rate Fs=8000Hz and the flat delay 

is 200 samples. Notice the peaks in the cross correlation corresponding to the time 

inverted peaks in the impulse response. 
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Figure 2-5 Cross correlation between filtered white speech signals 

The development in (2-15) and (2-16) assumes ideal uncorrelated white signals. If the 

same echo path response is used with speech signals, the result is much different (Figure 

2-6). In Figure 2.6, window sized of 4000 and 8000 samples were used to calculate the 

cross correlation function. The two cross correlated signals are filtered versions of each 

other (using the impulse response in Figure 1.4). Even with a window size of Is or 8000 

samples, the peaks are hard to distinguish from one another and the main peak is almost 

impossible to estimate. 

In Section 2.2, GCC was introduced as a technique for dealing with delayed speech 

signals. Although quite effective in the case when the signals are delayed versions of each 

other, GCC's performance deteriorates in the presence of reverberation [12], [21] - [23], 

[30]. Nevertheless, GCC outperforms the classical cross correlation approach. This 
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improvement in performance comes at the cost of higher computation. Figure 2-7 depicts 

the GCC function for two speech signals. The second speech signal is derived by filtering 

the first speech signal using the impulse response in Figure 1.4. The parameters used are: 

GCC time window 65ms, K=500 samples, sampling rate Fs=8000Hz. 
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Figure 2- 7 GCC for filtered speech - reverberation present (A = 200 samples) 
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New techniques for TDE have been introduced to account for reverberant environments. 

The cepstral method of processing was introduced in [21] and further refined in [24] -

[26]. This method consists of a cepstral prefiltering stage applied to the signals in 

question which is used in conjunction with the GCC (Figure 2-8). 

x fnl » Cepstral 
xi(n) 31 p r e f i | t e r | n g 

Kjn\ » Cepstral 
A ! ' Prefiltering 

R,ij2(n,A) 

GCC 

Figure 2-8 Cepstral Prefiltering for TDE 

The main purpose of cepstral prefiltering is to alleviate the effects of reverberation on the 

performance of GCC. The TDE system resulting from the use of cepstral prefiltering and 

GCC is named GCC-CEP. The convolution operation of the input signal with the echo 

path response in (14) can be transformed into an additive component in the cepstral 

domain [27]. This component can then be estimated and extracted via linear filtering. 

Although the CEP-GCC method provides better performance than GCC in reverberant 

environments, its computational cost is prohibitively high. 

Another more recent approach termed Adaptive Eigenvalue Decomposition (AED) was 

introduced in [29]. The AED algorithm estimates the impulse responses of different paths 

within the same acoustic environment (Figure 2-9). From the estimated acoustic impulse 

responses, the time delay can be calculated as the time difference between the main peak 
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(direct path) of the two impulse responses or as the peak of the correlation function 

between the two impulse responses. Since only the time difference between the main 

peaks (direct path) of the impulse responses is required, it is therefore not necessary to 

estimate the complete acoustic impulse responses [31]. 

Delay between 
x,[n] and Xj[n} 

Environment 
Mic2 

Figure 2-9 TDE based on AED 

Source 

The adaptive EVD algorithm for TDE performs much better in highly reverberant 

environments than the GCC based methods. The algorithm proposed in [29] is only valid 

if either no noise or if spatiotemporally white noise is present. In [31], the AED algorithm 

was generalized to deal with colored noise. The AED algorithm estimates the desired 

impulse responses by approximating the eigenvector of the correlation matrix of the input 

signal which corresponds to the minimum eigenvalue of this matrix. In the case when two 

impulse responses of two different paths are estimated, the time delay between the two 

signals is the difference (in samples) between the peaks of the two impulse responses. 

The AED is a generalization of Adaptive Time Delay Estimation (ATDE) proposed in 

[33], [34] and [46]. In ATDE, a single adaptive filter is used to estimate the impulse path 

response and the delay is estimated by detecting the peak of the impulse response. Since 
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the purpose is only to estimate the flat delay, the adaptive filters used do not have to be 

large, and should only cover the part of the impulse response up to the peak value. 

Nevertheless, AED and ATDE approaches are computationally intensive and ATDE does 

not usually present satisfactory performance [10]. 

The TDE approach used in this thesis is based on the approach undertaken in [10] and 

[11], but differs in some crucial aspects which will be explained in later chapters. This 

approach is based on time-domain prefiltering and cross correlation and has relatively low 

computational complexity. 
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CHAPTER 3 

ADAPTIVE FILTERING FOR ACOUSTIC ECHO CANCELLATION 

It was mentioned earlier in this thesis that AEC is a fundamentally a System Identification 

procedure. Adaptive filtering techniques are commonly used to perform AEC. Some 

topics from adaptive filter theory will be treated in this chapter. Since it is not the main 

focus of the current thesis, the treatment of adaptive filtering will be limited in scope and 

depth to include only the relevant material. 

3.1 Adaptive Filtering for Single Channel Acoustic Echo Cancellation 

A common setup for single channel AEC using adaptive filtering is shown in Figure 3-1. 

The purpose of the adaptive filter is to model the unknown echo path response. In this 

way the unwanted echo signal can be estimated and subtracted from the signal that is 

picked up at the microphone [35]-[37]. Non linear processing (NLP) is used to deal with 

non-linearity in the signals, while the double talk detector freezes the operation of the 

adaptive filter when double talk is perceived. There are many types of adaptive filtering 

algorithms that can be used for AEC. They differ in complexity and performance. For a 

complete background on adaptive signal processing, the reader is referred to [2], [32] and 

[54] which offer an excellent treatment of the topic. 
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Figure 3-1 AEC with Adaptive Filtering 

3.2 Least Mean Squares Adaptive Filter 

Least Mean Square (LMS) adaptive filters are the most widely used adaptive filters due to 

their low complexity and relatively good performance. The LMS filter models the 

unknown system using an FIR filter with coefficients that are optimized recursively. The 

operation of the LMS filter is based on minimizing the mean square value of the error 

(MSE) - otherwise called "cost function" (see Figure 3-1) [2]: 

minimize Jh{n)=(E{\e(n)\ } w.r.t/r' (3-1) 

where E{.} is the expected value operator and A' is the coefficient vector of the adaptive 

filter. Note that: 

e(n) = d(ri)-r(ri) (3-2) 
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is the error signal and: 

r{n) = xT{n)b! (3-3) 

Assuming real-valued signals, the cost function is: 

Jh,(n) = E{\d(n)-r(n)\2} 

= E{d{nf -d(n)tiT x(n)-xT (n)h'd(n)-xT (n)h'h'T x(n)} 

= E{d(n)2}-E{h'T x(n)d(n)}-E{xT(n)tid(n)}-E{h'T x(n)xT(n)h'} 

= a/~ 2h'T E{x(n)d{n)} - h ' T Rx(n)h' 

(3-4) 

where a<j is the variance of d[n] and Rx(n) is the autocorrelation matrix: 

Rx(n) = E 

x[(n)x(n) x(n)x[n -1] 

x(n - l)x(rc) x{n - \)x[n -1] 

x(n)x(n - N +1) 

x(n - \)x(n - N +1) 

x(n - N + \)x(n) x(n - N + l)x(n -1) ... x(n - N + l)x(n - N +1) 

or: 

(3-5a) 

RM = 

rxQ) 

rx(-N + l) rx(-N + 2) 

... rx(N-\) 

... rx(N-2) 

... rx(0) 

(3-5b) 

where: 

rx(k)=E{x(n)x(n-k) } (3-6) 
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is the autocorrelation function of x(ri) at lag k. 

To minimize the cost function, its gradient of the cost function in (3-4) w.r.t. h' is equated 

to zero, leading to: 

VJ„, (n) = dJfl'^ = -2E{x(n)d(n)} + 2Rx{(n)h' = 0 (3-7a) 
dh' 

or: 

h' = Rx~\n)E{x(n)d(n)} (3-7b) 

The expression in (3-7b) is the so called optimal Wiener solution [2]. 

One is faced with two main obstacles when computing the optimal weight (3-7b): 

1. The correlation matrix might be large and hence its inverse used in (3-7b) 

becomes hard to calculate, especially in real-time; 

2. The expected value operator E{ } cannot be computed in practical situations. 

The first problem was addressed by the introduction of the steepest descent algorithm. 

The steepest descent algorithm attempts to find the optimal value that minimizes the cost 

function (3-4) by recursively adapting the coefficients of the weight vector. At each 

iteration, the weight vector h' is updated by incrementing it with a vector pointing to the 

opposite direction of the gradient of the cost function [2]. The recursion process is 

summarized in Table 3-1. The second problem mentioned above was addressed by 

Widrow [38]. He proposed that instantaneous values be used instead of expected values. 

In this case: 

E{x(n)d(n))~x(n)d(n) (3-8a) 
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and: 

rx(k) ~ x(n)x(n-k) (3-8b) 

Table 3-1 The gradient descent algorithm 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Initialize the weight vector h '(n) 

Compute gradient vector VJh, (n) 

Update weight vector h\n+l)=h\n)+\l2\i{- VJh,(n) ] 

Go to step 2 

Using instantaneous values instead of the statistical expectations causes the values to 

oscillate randomly around the optimal solution. This means that the optimal solution is 

never likely to be found, instead it is only approximated with a certain (acceptable) 

margin of error. By using the approximations in (3-8a), (3-8b) together with the gradient 

descent algorithm, the LMS adaptive filtering method was constructed [38]. The gradient 

of the cost function is now approximated using: 

VJh,O) « -2x(n)d(n) + 2x(n)xT(n)h' = -2x(n)(d(n) - xT(n)h') = 2x(n)e(n) (3-9) 

The LMS adaptive filtering algorithm is summarized in Table 3-2. Although the filtering 

operation is performed by a FIR filter, the presence of feedback from the weight update 

makes the LMS filter prone to instability issues. In general, to avoid instability the value 

for (a, must be chosen from the interval [2]: 
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0 < ^ < 2/JWnax (3-10) 

where Â ax is the largest eigenvalue of the correlation matrix Rx(n). The larger the value 

for u, the faster the convergence, but the larger the excess mean square error. This means 

that the approximated solution will oscillate around the optimal value. 

Table 3-2 The LMS Algorithm 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Initialize: h '(0), x(0) 

Calculate adaptive filter output: r(n) = xT (ri)h(n)' 

Compute error: e(n) = J(n)-r(n) 

Update weight vector : ft \n+l) = h\n) + \l2\ie(ri)x(ri) 

Go to step 2. 

3.3 The Normalized Least Mean Squares Adaptive Filter 

According to the weight update step in the LMS algorithm, the value of the weight vector 

depends on the input signal. If the input fluctuates this might cause instability or 

inaccurate convergence behaviour. To account for fluctuations in the input signal, the 

normalized LMS (NLMS) algorithm was introduced [2]. The only difference with the 

regular LMS algorithm is in the weight update step (see step 4 in Table 3-2). For the 

NLMS algorithm, this particular step becomes: 

h(n + \) = h(n)+ ..M Mn)x{ri) (3-11) 
2 pc(w) 
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3.4 Subband Adaptive Filterinfi 

Subband Adaptive Filters (SAF) are an alternative to fullband methods (such as NLMS) 

for AEC. This is mainly due to their computational efficiency and better performance in 

the presence of coloured signals such as speech [47] - [50]. 

SAF is based on subband processing of signals using filter banks [41]. Figure 3.2 depicts 

an analysis and synthesis filterbank. The analysis filter bank splits the input signal x{n) 

into the subband signals xo(m), xj{m),... XM-iQn). By processing each of those signals 

separately, one can selectively act on different parts of the spectrum of x{n). Note that the 

sampling rate of each of the signals xo(m), xj(m),... XM-IQK) is D times lower than that of 

x(ri). This allows for more efficient processing in the subbands. The synthesis filter band 

does the opposite, i.e. it combines the subband signals to form the output signal y(ri). 

x(n) 

H, 

H, 

H«-i 

> ID 

— • ID 

— > | D 

*xi(«n) Vl(m) 

*>XM.,(m) % a m ) . 

fD > 

| D > 

fD - » 

Go 

G, 

G,M 

Figure 3-2 Analysis (right) and synthesis (left) filter banks 

The analysis filters Ho(a>), Hi(a),.. HM-I((H) are bandpass filters with passband of width 

7i/Meach of which covers a different part of the full spectrum. Similarly the synthesis 

filters G0(co), G/(co),.. GM-i(a)-

The structure of a SAF is depicted in Figure 3.3. 
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Figure 3-3 Subband adaptive filtering 

In this setup, the signals are essentially split into subbands and adaptive filtering is 

subsequently applied on each subband. The separation of the signals into subbands is a 

reason for the greater flexibility of subband adaptive filtering when compared to fullband 

approaches such as NLMS. 

In addition to providing the possibility for complexity reduction, downsampling spreads 

the signal spectrum, which makes subband adaptive filtering potentially more effective 

for coloured signals such as speech. In Figure 3.3, the input and desired signals x(ri) and 

d(ri) are split into M subbands by means of an identical analysis filterbank. When the 

decimation factor D is equal to the number of channels (subbands) M, the filterbank is 

critically downsampled. The problem with critically downsampled subband filtering is 

that, if the analysis and synthesis filters are not ideal (which is always the case), distortion 
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due to aliasing will be present in the reconstructed signals [47], [48]. Aliasing is the result 

of the spectrum of the signal in the transition bands of each of the analysis filters being 

reflected back into the baseband. To correct the aliasing problem, oversampledfilterbanks 

are often used. In this type of filterbanks, the bandwidth n/Mof each analysis filter is 

smaller than n/D thus making M>D. Note that, compared to the critically sampled case, 

an increase in the number of channels (hence filters) implies an increase in computational 

cost. 

3.4.1 Subband Filter Structures for SAF 

Modulated DFT filter banks (MDFB) are a popular design which combines the efficiency 

of polyphase decomposition and FFT-s to reduce the computational complexity of SAF. 

The topic of filterbank design is quite complex and will not be treated in this thesis. Some 

concepts however, are required to guarantee a logical continuity of the material and will 

be presented in the following sections. 

Each of the analysis filters in the MDFB is generated by frequency-shifting a lowpass 

prototype filter with a given transfer function Ho(z). The amount of shift for the k-th filter 

is in the frequency domain is constant litklM. Given the prototype filter response: 

H0(z) = i>0[n]z-n 

n=0 (3-12) 

The k-Xh. analysis filter is a 2%klM shifted version of HQ(Z) i.e.: 

-jink ( ->2at "N 

Hk(z) = H0(z-e « ) = YJK(n) z-e M = 5 > 4 ( n ) (3-13) 
n=0 
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for k= 1,...,M-1, and 

h,ln) = ho(n)€ftltknlM (3-14) 

In the frequency domain: 

Hk(a>) = H 0 ( f l > - ^ ) 
M (3-15) 

for£=l,. . . ,M-l. 

Similarly, the synthesis filters are obtained by frequency-shifting the prototype synthesis 

filter g0(n): 

g^n)=g0{n)^knlM (3-16) 

Note that the frequency shift is the reverse of the one applied to the prototype analysis 

filter. 

The Generalized DFT (GDFT) kernel [51] is defined as: 

W(m+m0)(k+k0) _e>J(»+"bX*+*o) 

By using the GDFT instead of the DFT, the centres of each subband filter can be shifted 

to locations other than the origin. The time offset in the GDFT also allows the subband 

filters to be linear phase. The choice for the time and frequency offset are: 

n<r(Lp-l)/2 and ko=-l/2 (3-18) 

respectively, where Lp is the length of the polyphase filter prototype. 
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A direct implementation of the uniform Modulated GDFT filter bank (MGDFB) is shown 

in Figure 3-4. Note that the MGDFB reduces to the MDFB for n0=0 and k0=0. 

The computation of the subband signals can be performed much more efficiently using 

MGDFB-s if polyphase decomposition and FFTs are employed. Specifically, computation 

of all subband signals can be performed with one convolution and one weighed FFT of 

order M. Furthermore, all the above operations have to be performed only once every D 

samples, where D is the downsampling rate [52]. 
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Figure 3-4 Analysis (top) and synthesis (bottom) GDFT modulated filter banks 
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Using the efficient structures such as the one in [53], the total number of multiplications 

for each output sample is: 

Costsubbcmd = -^(4Mlog2 M + 6M + Lp) + 2Nsubband (3-19) 

Costfullband=2NfuUband (3-20) 

where Lp is the length of the analysis and synthesis filters in the filterbank, Nsubband is the 

length of the subband adaptive filter and Nfuuband is the length of the fullband adaptive 

filter. For the sake of comparison, consider the adaptive filters with the parameters given 

in Table 3-2. These filters give a similar performance - actually the subband adaptive 

filter is superior as will be empirically demonstrated in Chapter 5. 

Table 3-3 Computational complexity of fullband and subband adaptive filters compared 

Subband 

NLMS 

Z/?=192, M=16, £>=8 

Nsubbancr92 

Fullband 

NLMS 

N/A 

NfullbancTS 12 

Total multiplications per output sample: 

252 1024 
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3.5 Tracking of Echo Path Impulse Responses 

The echo path responses that are dealt with in this project are similar to the ones depicted 

in Figure 1-4 and 1-5. As discussed in Section 1.1.2, this type of impulse response is 

characterized by the presence of a number of zero-valued coefficients that correspond to 

the time delay of the direct path of the echo. When faced with the task of identifying such 

an impulse response, adaptive filters fail to identify the flat delay part as zero-valued 

coefficients [39], [40]. Figure 3-5 depicts the actual echo path while Figures 3-6 to 3-8 

depict the resulting weight vector at the end of an adaptation period using NLMS adaptive 

filtering. 

E c h o Rath Impulse- R e s p o n s e 

W ^ V * * M ^ 

800 
T i m e (samp les ) 

Figure 3-5 Echo path response (to be estimated) 
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A d a p t i v e Fitter W e i g h t (Length 2 0 0 0 ) 

200 4-00 30O 1GO0 12O0 
T i m e ( samp les ) 

14-00 1 6 0 0 1 BOO 2 0 0 O 

Figure 3-6 Estimated echo path response using 2000 sample long FIR NLMS 

A d a p t i v e FiEter W e i g h t (Length 512 ) 

250 300 
T i m e (samp les ) 

Figure 3-7 Estimated echo path response using 512 sample long FIR NLMS 
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A d a p t i v e Fi l ter W e i g h t (l_ength 2 5 6 ) 

100 150 
T i m e (samp les ) 

Figure 3-8 Estimated echo path response using 256 sample long FIR NLMS 

Notice how in Figures 3-5 to 3-8, the NLMS adaptive filter attempts to model the first 

200 zero-valued coefficients of the echo path impulse response. As it becomes obvious 

from the figures above, the presence of the flat delay impairs the NLMS adaptive filter's 

ability to model the active part of the echo path response. Similarly, when using NLMS in 

a subband scheme, the zero-valued coefficients of the echo path impulse response need to 

be accounted for. 

A solution to this problem is to account for the flat delay by incorporating it in the input 

signal prior to the latter being used in the adaptive filter. The setup for this approach is 

depicted in Figure 3-9. The results of fullband NLMS adaptation when flat delay is 

compensated into the input signals are shown in Figures 3-10 to 3-12. 
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Figure 3-9 Flat delay estimation and compensation for AEC 

Adap t i ve Fi l ter We igh t (Length 2O0O, C o m p e n s a t e d De lay ) 
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1400 16Q0 18QG 20( 

Figure 3-10 Estimated echo path response using 2000 sample long FIR NLMS with delay 

compensation 
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Figure 3-11 Estimated echo path response using 512 sample long FIR NLMS with delay 

compensation 

Adaptive Filter Weight (Length 256, Compensated DeSay) 

Time (samples) 

Figure 3-12 Estimated echo path response using 256 sample long FIR NLMS with delay 

compensation 

It is obvious from these results that by compensating for the fiat delay significant gains 

can be achieved in terms of performance as well as computational savings by reducing the 
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size of the adaptive filters. By calculating the flat delay separately, the coefficients of the 

adaptive filter can be dedicated exclusively to estimating the active part of the echo path 

impulse response. 

The purpose of the upcoming chapters is to present an appropriate TDE scheme that 

estimates the flat delay in real time and compensates this delay into the input path. 
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CHAPTER 4 

EFFICENT TIME DELAY ESTIMATION FOR REAL TIME OPERATION 

The TDE schemes proposed in this chapter are based on the cross correlation approach. It 

is assumed that the signals being processed are speech signals. As it was mentioned in 

Section 2.2, simple cross correlation does not provide a good insight into the relative time 

delays between speech signals. That is why, similarly to GCC, a preprocessing routine is 

added to the TDE scheme in order to make signals easier to handle by cross correlation. 

The proposed TDE scheme is intended for real-time operation and time-varying 

environments. Hence, besides robustness, convergence speed and computational expenses 

are two major factors that influenced its design. 

4.1 Parallel Search of Cross Correlation Values 

A generalized diagram depicting a high-level operation of the proposed TDE scheme is 

shown in Figure 4-1. The approach employed in this scheme approximates the modified 

cross correlation values between two signals corresponding to several delays. The optimal 

delay is the one corresponding to the maximum value of the cross correlation computed. 

The signals are preprocessed prior to being used for estimating their cross correlation. 

Note that the values of the cross correlation are computed concurrently for each of the 

delays checked. Consequently the method for calculating the cross correlation values in 

this approach is analogous to a parallel search method. This makes the search process 
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more immune to the presence of local maxima in the correlation function and hence more 

robust. 

In one single "scan", the proposed TDE scheme does the following: 

1. Compute the cross-correlation for a finite number of delays di <d2< ... <dp; 

2. Find the maximum value of correlation from step 1. The corresponding delay is 

the "most optimal" among the delays that were evaluated; 

signall 
Preprocessing 

Preprocessing 

> 

— > 

Cross 
Corr. 

->R£Ai> ) 

->R(40 

— • F H A P ) J 

Find 
Max. 

> -> Aopt 

signal2 

Figure 4-1 Simplified diagram of the proposed TDE scheme 

The proposed TDE scheme performs a sampling of the modified cross correlation 

function. If one of the delays checked in step 1 is the optimal delay, then one "scan" is 

sufficient. If, on the other hand, the optimal delay is not one of the delays checked and is 

therefore not correctly detected, one of the following is true: 

Case 1. The optimal delay is outside the search interval, i.e. d0pt < d] or d0pi >dP 

(Figure 4-2); 

Case 2. The optimal delay lies between two consecutive delay values checked, i.e. 

dk < dopt < dk+j for any 1 < k < P (Figure 4-3); 
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A solution to case 1 is to perform a new search in a new interval, that is, to evaluate a 

new set of delays. The solution to case 2 is to perform a "fine" (higher resolution) search, 

thus evaluating a new set of delays that are closer together than the set of delays in the 

first search. In this thesis, it is assumed that the optimal delay lies inside the first search 

interval, that is: 

di < dopt < dP; 

Two versions of the TDE search scheme are proposed in this thesis: the first one allows 

for coverage of a wide search range, the second one performs a finer search, thus 

achieving a better search resolution. Assuming that the global maximum in the cross 

correlation function is distinct and the delay resolution is appropriate, the optimal delay 

can be promptly found by employing the proposed TDE scheme. 

Delay (samples) 

Figure 4-2 Result of TDE when choosing wrong search interval (Case 1) 
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Oeiay (samples) 

Figure 4-3 Result of TDE when optimal delay lies between two consecutive checked delays (Case 2) 

As mentioned earlier in the section, the proposed method performs a parallel search of the 

correlation function. An advantage of this approach is that it provides increased 

robustness with respect to time varying environments and signals. This is due to the fact 

that the TDE scheme uses signal segments that are extracted within approximately the 

same time intervals to calculate the cross correlation for different delays. This last 

property is especially important in real-time processing. The difference between the 

sequential and parallel (proposed) approaches in calculating the cross correlation at 

different delays is depicted in Figure 4-4. 

4.2 Preprocessing 

GCC is a very popular TDE method due to its robustness and relatively low 

computational complexity. As discussed in Section 2.2, GCC is a TDE technique used to 

handle time-varying and colored signals by prefiltering them before processing. Similarly, 
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in this project, the signals are preprocessed before being used to compute their relative 

time delay. The procedure presented in this project is different from the preprocessing 

used in GCC but its purpose is the same: making the input signals resemble white signals 

by widening their bandwidth, so that the maxima of their correlation function becomes 

easier to detect. The preprocessing step employed in this project is similar to the one used 

in [10] and [11] (Figure 4-5). 

Signal 1 

Figure 4-4 Serial (top) vs. parallel (bottom) search for TDE 
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x{n) Xstn) 

B(z) ^ M 
x*(m) 

Figure 4-5 Preprocessing 

The preprocessed signals are: 

x '(m) = Xb(ri) = x (ri)b, n = 0,M, 2M, (4-la) 

and 

x 'd(m) = xbd(n) = xd (ri)b, n = 0,M, 2M, .. (4-lb) 

wherexJ(n) = [x(n\ x(n-l), ..., x(n-N+\)] is the input vector, bT = [b(0), b(l),..., b(N-\)] 

is the decimation filter coefficient vector and m = n/M is the sample index of the 

preprocessed signals. 

The sampling rate of x 'b(m) is M times lower than that of Xb(ri). The frequency domain 

representation of x'b(m) is related to that of Xb{n) by: 

1 M-l 

X'b(e
Jffl) = — Y X t b M ^ b 

( j(ffl-2*k)A 

k=0 

M (4-2) 

It can be deduced from (4-1) and (4-2) that downsampling has two (related) consequences 

that are of relevance to the current thesis. First, from a time-domain perspective, the 

number of computations is reduced since the number of input samples is decreased by a 

factor of M. Secondly, from a frequency domain perspective, the resulting spectrum is 

composed of "M uniformly shifted (by 2n/M) and stretched (by M) versions of the 

original signal frequency response X(©)" [42]. The bandwidth increase is of special 
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interest in this case. Figure 4-6 shows the frequency domain effect of downsampling a 

signal by a factor of 2. 

As it is made apparent from Figure 4-6, if the bandwidth of the original signal Xb(n) is 

larger than 2n/M, then aliasing will occur. In order to avoid aliasing, a filter B(&) with 

bandwidth 2n/M should be placed in series with the downsampler. (Figure 4-7). 

X(«) 

-2JC 

Figure 4-6 Frequency domain result of downsampling with M=2 
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Figure 4-7 Result of decimation 
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Similarly, in this thesis, a bandlimiting filter is used. The filter 5(co) in Figure 4-4 has to 

perform three functions for the purposes of the current thesis: 
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1. Antialiasing - hence should have a bandwidth of 2%/M; 

2. Selecting a portion of the signal spectrum with relatively high energy - hence its 

center frequency must be chosen accordingly. 

3. Select a portion of the signal spectrum that is not too fluctuating - such that the 

spectrum resulting from the downsampled speech signal resembles a white signal. 

The spectrum of the input signal x(ri) is related to that of the preprocessed signal x '&(«) by 

[41]: 

1 M-l 

X'b(e
J<B) = — Y B 

k=0 

( j(ffl-2A) ^ 

e M 

V J 

( j(o-2sk)N 

X e M 

V 

(4-3) 

To find a center frequency for B(a>), the frequency distribution of speech signals must be 

considered. For such signals most of the energy is concentrated within the first 4kHz. A 

good choice for the center frequency is 750Hz [10]. 

Figures 4-8 and 4-9 depict the original signal sampled at 8000Hz and its spectrum 

respectively. The preprocessing is performed on this signal using the filter shown in 

figure 4-10 which has center frequency at 750Hz and bandwidth of 1800Hz. The 

downsampling rate used is M=8. The resulting spectrum is shown in Figure 4-11. The 

spectrum in Figure 4-11 is much wider than the one in Figure 4-9. 
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Figure 4-8 Original speech signal 

Input Signal Spectrum 
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Figure 4-9 Spectrum of original signal 

Magnitude Response (dB) 
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Figure 4-10 Frequency response of the decimation filter ZJ(co) 
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Prefiltered Signal Spectrum 

Frequency (Samples) 

Figure 4-11 Spectrum of the preprocessed signal 

4.3 Structures for Time Delay Estimation 

Two different structures for real-time TDE are introduced in this project. The first one is 

used to obtain a "rough" estimate of the delay to the nearest M-sampling periods. Thus 

the use of this structure warrants the following assumption to be made: 

Optimal delay estimated from first structure = AoptiMTs (4-4a) 

where Aopti is an integer and Mis the (integer > 1) downsampling factor. 

The second structure on the other hand, can be employed to estimate the time delay to the 

nearest sampling period: 

Optimal delay estimate from second structure = Aopt2Ts. (4-4b) 

where Aopt2 is an integer. Both structures use preprocessed signals as introduced in 

Section 4.2. The preprocessed signals are then cross correlated for different delays and 

the delay corresponding to the maximal cross correlation value is extracted. 
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The next paragraphs treat each structure separately. Section 4-4 discusses the rough 

estimate of the time delay to the nearest M-sampling periods using the first structure. 

Section 4-5, on the other hand, introduces the second structure employed to estimate the 

time delay to the nearest sampling period. The two structures can be used separately or in 

combination depending on the application. 

4.4 Rough Estimate of the Delay 

The structure introduced in this section is used for estimation of the delay between two 

signals x(n) and xjji) to the nearest M-sampling periods, where Mis an integer larger than 

one. In this approach it is assumed that the delay AoptiMTs in (4-4a) can take one of the 

values: 

0,MTS,2MTS,...,PMTS, (4-5) 

where Ts is the sampling period and P is an integer. Both signals are first preprocessed to 

obtain x \m) and x 'dim) respectively, that is: 

x '(m) = x \n/M) = xT(n)b for n = 0,M,2M,... (4-6a) 

and 

x 'dim) = x 'dn/M) = xd
r(n)b for n = 0,M,2M, ... (4-6b) 

wherexT(n) = [x(n), x(n-\), ..., x(n-N+l)] is the input vector, bT = [b(0), b(l), ..., b(N-l)] 

is the decimation filter coefficient vector and m = n/M \s the sample index of the 

preprocessed signals. To determine which one of the delays in (4-5) is the most optimal, 
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the cross correlation values between x \m-k) and x 'Jm) are approximated for k = 0, 1, ..., 

P. Notice that the time index n in the preprocessed signals x \m) and x 'd(m) is a multiple 

of M due to downsampling. This implies that the sampling rates of x '{pi) and x 'Jm) are M 

times smaller than those of x(n) and Xd(n). 

To approximate the cross correlation between two signals x \m) and x '</(w) with relative 

delay kM samples at time instant m, the proposed structures use a slightly modified 

version of the expression (see Appendix A): 

Rx, Jm,kM) 
Px,dX,(m,kM) = ' = for *= 0, 1,2, ...P (4-7) 

^ , ( m - £ ) ^ v ( " 0 

The expressions in the numerator and denominator in (4-7) are computed using the 

iterative formulas: 

Rx,dX,(m, kM) = (1 - a)Rx,jX,(m -1,kM) + ax\ (ZW)JC'(m - k) (4-8a) 

i?^ (;») = (1 - ^ ) ^ , (w -1) + Px\ (m)x'd (m) (4-8b) 

i?,. (m) = (1 - ^)i?Jc. (w -1) + yftc" (m)x' (m) (4-8c) 

The proposed structure generates P+l cross correlation values corresponding to P+l 

delays using the following - more convenient - expression instead of the one in (4-7): 

R. Jm,kM) 
Px,dX,{m,kM)= ' for* = <W,2,...,/> (4-9) 

Rx,(m-k) 

Thus the cross correlation is computed for the delays &Mfor k= 0,1,...,P. The sampling 

rate 7̂  is assumed to be equal to 1. The highest of the P+l cross correlation values 
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generated using (4-9) corresponds to the "most optimal" among the P+l delays checked. 

The reason for excluding R . ,(ri) (4-9) is simply that all the P+l cross correlation 

values generated using (4-7) have RXj,Xd.(n) in their denominator. Since all the cross 

correlation values are to be divided by the same number, this operation would make no 

difference in the final result when choosing the highest value, hence it is irrelevant. 

The number of iterations performed when computing (4-8a) to (4-8c) and (4-9) must be 

large enough to give meaningful values of the cross correlation. This also implies that 

there must be a "wait time" during which the TDE system has to remain idle until the 

values of cross correlation are indicative of the true relative cross-correlation values. 

Assuming the iterations are run K times, the wait time for the system is approximately: 

x = KMTs, (4-10) 

Another implication of this method of computing cross correlation values is that it must 

be assumed that the cross-correlation function does not change during the wait time, i.e. 

the environment system is assumed to be time invariant throughout a period of time equal 

to t. 

After the cross correlation values are computed, a control algorithm simply picks the 

value for the delay that corresponds to the largest of the P+l cross correlation values. The 

structure used for preprocessing and to calculate the values in (4-9) is shown in Figures 4-

12 and 4-13. The algorithm for finding the rough delay to the nearest M sampling periods 

is summarized in Table 4-1. 
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Table 4-1 Rough estimate of the delay - individual steps 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Initialize cross correlation values: Rx, ,(0,kM), Rx, (-k) for& = 0, 1, ..., 

P; Initialize count = 1; 

Preprocess incoming signals to get x'(") and x 'Jji): 

x \n) = xT(n)b(n) for n = 0, M, 2M, ... 

x 'dp) = x/(ri)b(ri) for n = 0,M, 2M, ... 

Increment count; 

Calculate cross correlation values: 

Rx,dX, (m, kM) = (1 - a)Rx,jX, (m -1, kM) + ax'd (m)x' (m - k) 

Rx, (m) = (1 - P)RX, (m-l) + J3x' (m)x' (m) 

R. ,(m,kM) 

Px,Am,kM)= ; - ; ; 

forA:=0, 1, ...,P 

If count <= K, go to step 2, otherwise go to step 5 

Extract the optimal delay: 

kopt = argk{ max{ px.jX. (m, kM)} } for k=0, 1, ..., P 

The optimal delay is koptM 
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Figure 4-12 TDE scheme for approximating the delay to the nearest M samples 
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x'd(n)-
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Rx'(m-1) 

Rx'(m) 

*f>l 

-x'(n) 

Figure 4-13 Structure for estimating the correlation values (dotted box in Figure 4-10) 

The structure proposed in this section can find a rough value for the delay "in a single 

run" if it is assumed that the optimal delay AoptiMTs is within [0, MPTS]. The parameters 

that can be controlled to optimize the performance of the structure proposed in this 

section are: 

K - (number of iterations) the larger its value, the better the approximation for the cross 

correlation, but its increase results in a longer "wait time" to generate the needed values 

of cross correlation. 
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P - (number of delays that are "checked") increasing the value for this parameter results 

in a wider search range. As a side effect, the increase of P results in an increase in 

computation and complexity. 

M- (downsampling factor) the larger its value, the larger the search range. On the other 

hand, increasing its value reduces resolution in the search space thus making it possible 

for the maximum point to not be detected. Also, a large M requires longer preprocessing 

filters in order to achieve sufficiently good response. 

4.5 Exact Estimate of the Delay 

The structure introduced in Section 4.4 was used to find the optimal delay to the nearest 

M sampling periods. In order to achieve a better "delay resolution", a new structure is 

introduced in this section. The proposed structure finds the optimal delay to the nearest 

sampling period between two signals x(n) and x^ri). In this case, it is assumed that the 

optimal delay Aopl2 in can take one of the 2L+1 values: 

0,TS,...,2LTS. (4-11) 

This structure uses the preprocessed signals xi'(m) and x'Jjn). 

x, \m) = xT(n-l)b for n = 0, M, 2M, ...; I = 0, 1, 2L (4-12a) 

and 

x 'dm) = x/(n)b for n = 0, M, 2M, ... (4-12b) 
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wherex (n-l) = [x(n-l), x(n-l-\), ..., x(n-l-N+\)] andXd (n) = [xjn), xjji-l), ..., xj(n-

N+\)] are the input vectors, bT = [b(0), b(l), ..., b(N-l)] is the decimation filter 

coefficient vector and m = n/M is the sample index of the preprocessed signals. To find 

the most optimal between the delays in (4-11), the cross correlation between xi'(tn) and 

x 'dim) is approximated for / = 0, 1, ..., 2L. The time index n is a multiple of Mdue to 

downsampling. 

The values for the cross correlation calculated using this structure are estimated as: 

Rx, x,(m,l) 

p,Am^= „ ; A (4-13) 

Rx, (m -1) 

where: 

Rx,d,(mJ) = (l-a)Rx,dX,(m-\,l) + ax'd (m)x', (m) (4-14a) 

Rx,(m-l) = (l-/3)Rx,(m-l-l) + Px',(m)x',(m) (4-14b) 

for/ = 0,l,...,2Z. 

The structure used for preprocessing and to calculate the cross correlation values in (4-

14a), (4-14b) and (4-13) is illustrated in Figures 4-12 and 4-13. 

Note that if 21 = M-\, the new structure performs a polyphase decomposition of x'(ri). 

The parameters that can be used in this structure to optimize the performance are: 

K - (number of iterations) the larger its value, the better the approximation for the cross 

correlation, but its increase results in a longer "wait time" to generate the needed values 

of cross correlation. 
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L - (determines the number of delays that are "checked") increasing the value for this 

parameter results in a wider search range. As a side effect, the increase of P results in an 

increase in computation and complexity. 

M— does not affect the search resolution but it affects the signals and preprocessing 

filters. 

xd(n) 

Figure 4-14 Structure for estimating the delay to the nearest sampling period 
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Rx'x'd(m,2L) <-

*f>l 
Rx'(m-2L)-

"K*> x:,L(m) 

Rx'x'd(m,0} <-

zH 
Rx'(m)< 

x'd{m}- •4> Xo(m) 

Figure 4-15 Structure for estimating the cross correlation values (dotted box in Figure 4-12) 

4.6. Theoretical Analysis 

In this section, the effect of preprocessing on the signals and its inherent advantages 

related to TDE are examined. In order to do so, we start of from the frequency domain 

expressions of x(n) and xjin) (see Figure 3-6), which are: X(co) andX^(co) respectively. 

Note that: 

X^co) =X(co) H{&) + W(a) (4-15) 

where H((o) and ^(co) are the frequency responses of the echo path and additive noise 

respectively. In this project, it is assumed that the echo path is made up of an initial flat 

delay of length Aopt which precedes the active part of the impulse response (Figure 1-5), 

that is: 
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H(®) = e-JwAoptHacl(u) (4-16) 

with e'JC0 opt and Hact((o) representing the frequency response of the flat delay and the 

active part of the echo path respectively. The purpose of the proposed TDE schemes is to 

estimate Aopt such that the AEC system can estimate Hact((a) separately. Assuming 

ergodicity for all random processes, the cross correlation function between x(n) and xjji) 

is: 

RXXd(d)=fjx(n)xd(n-d) (4-17) 
n=-<x> 

Taking the Fourier transform of (4-17): 

<*>*»= IX(<*)*'"*"' = S ^{n^An~dy -j(od 

d=~<x> d=-co n=~oo 

= 2 x^e .-J con ! » - < / > - " < " -d) (4-18) 

$ „ (o) in (4-18) is the cross power spectral density (PSD) of x(n) and xjji). 

In general, the wider the bandwidth of O (a>), the narrower is R (d) (as an extreme 

example, the cross PSD of two white signals is a constant while their cross correlation is 

an impulse located at the lag between the signals). So, naturally to be able to identify its 

peak, it helps to have R (d) as "narrow" as possible. This implies making the bandwidth 

of O (co) as "wide" as possible. 

The frequency response of the preprocessed signals is: 
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1 M-\ 

MkZo 

( j(m(2nk) \ 

M 

( j(w(27dc)\ 

X M (4-19a) 

M 

( j(m(2izk) \ 

X M (4-19b) 

for x \n) and x 'j{n) respectively. 

The filter £(co) selects a part of the spectrum ofX(co) andX^(co) where a relatively high 

portion of the respective energy is concentrated, while suppressing other parts of their 

spectrum. X'(co) andv '̂rf(co) result from the addition of shifted copies of ^(co^co) and 

5(co)Xd(co) as indicated in (4-19a) and (4-19b). Assuming the filter 5(co) to be properly 

chosen, the spectrums of X'(co) and X'j(®) are wider than those of X(co) and XJ^ca), thus 

their cross correlation function should have a more defined peak than the cross correlation 

function of^(co) and JQ(©). Therefore the downsampling and bandpass filtering 

operations applied on each of the signals make their frequency response more similar to 

that of white noise and hence their cross correlation peak easier to detect. 

4.7. Operation and Robustness 

The structures for TDE proposed in this thesis sample the modified cross-correlation 

function at intervals of Mr,(fist structure) or Ts (second structure). Ideally, if the sampling 

is done at an appropriate resolution and in the appropriate range, the peak can be 

identified. Both structures have a "search range" within which the optimal delay is 

assumed to lie for each search. The first algorithm (structure) is proposed to cover a wide 

range, while its resolution depends on the downsampling factor M. If the value of Mis too 
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large, the resolution might not be good enough and the algorithm might "miss" a whole 

region where the maximum is located (Figure 4-14). The purpose of the first algorithm is 

not to necessarily find the true optimal delay, but rather to identify the "neighborhood" 

where the optimal delay is located (see Figure 4-14). It can do so by identifying a delay 

that is (roughly) close to the optimal one but not necessarily it. If needed, the second 

algorithm (structure) can be employed to scan the vicinity of the delay resulting from the 

first algorithm and identify the true optimal delay with better precision. 

dap, 
(found using TOE) 

Delay (sampies) 

Figure 4-16 Result of TDE (first algorithm) when Mis excessively large 

Note that the search range is potentially limitless for both structures, but must be confined 

since it directly affects computational complexity. 

The two structures can be used in the following possible combinations: 

1. To find delay within nearest sample, when the search range is sufficiently small, 

the second algorithm can be used directly. 

2. To find the rough value for the optimal delay, the first algorithm can be used 

directly if a good approximation of the optimal delay is not needed. 
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3. To find delay to the nearest sample when the search range is large, the first 

algorithm is first used to find a rough estimate for the optimal delay. The second 

algorithm can be subsequently used to refine the search around the first rough 

estimate. 

4. For continuous operation applied for time varying environments - where the delay 

changes only by few samples - the approach in "3" above can be used to find the 

delay. Once the delay is determined for the first time, it is assumed that the rough 

estimate of the delay does not change, but rather the delay changes by a few 

sampling periods due to the non stationary nature of the acoustic environment. 

This situation can be handled by keeping the rough delay constant while updating 

the exact delay periodically. 

The parallel search approach provides a good robustness for TDE (Figure 4-4). This is 

due to the fact that it introduces less signal-dependency than a sequential approach would. 

It is expected that the TDE algorithms perform well in the presence of noise - especially 

white noise, while double talk significantly impairs their operation. 

4.8. Computational Cost 

In this section, the computational cost for: 1. the traditional cross correlation method; 2. 

the GCC method; and 3. the proposed method are compared. For each case, P different 

cross correlation values - one for each possible delay - must be computed. It is also 

assumed that the computation of each cross correlation value requires a time window of K 

samples in order to achieve a meaningful estimate. According to [10], for calculating: 
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/>*>.*) = , * v - ff (4-20) 

where &=0,1,.. .P-1, one needs P multiplications, P square roots and P divisions. A 

division and square root operation require 16 multiplications each. Thus the total number 

of multiplication operations to estimate (4-20) is 33P. Also, for each delay, one 

multiplication and addition operation is required to update the value for the cross 

correlation: 

RXdX(n,k) = V-a)RXiiX(n-l,k) + axd(n)x(n-k) (4-21) 

The operation (4-21) is performed K times for each of the three correlation values in (4-

20). Therefore the total cost for calculating P different cross correlation values is: 

(33 + 3K)P (4-22) 

When using (time-domain) GCC, two time-varying prefilters of length N are employed. 

Ignoring the computational cost for the weight update of the prefilters, the cost of GCC 

based TDE is: 

2N+(33 + 3K)P (4-23) 

For the proposed structure, the two prefilters are assumed to be of length N. Also, the 

square root in the denominator is omitted as is one of the correlations in the denominator. 

The cost for TDE based on the proposed structure is: 

2N + (16 + 2K)P 

M 
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where Mis the downsampling factor. As a result, the proposed structures for TDE have 

the potential of drastically reducing the number of computations when compared to GCC 

or even the regular cross correlation TDE scheme. 

4.9 Combination of the TDE Schemes with Adaptive Filtering Algorithms for AEC 

The next two sections outline possible combinations of the TDE and adaptive filtering 

modules. The two modules are independent and can hence be implemented using parallel 

processing techniques in single or multi-processor systems. Typically, the TDE module 

should be run before adaptive filtering to identify the flat delay. Once the flat delay is 

determined, AEC with adaptive filtering can proceed normally. The operation of the latter 

can be interrupted and TDE can "jump in" in case the flat delay has changed and needs to 

be estimated again. 

4.9.1 TDE and Compensation in Series with Adaptive Filtering 

The pure delay A introduced into the path of the input signal is the estimate of the flat 

delay present in the acoustic echo path. By inserting this delay in series with the adaptive 

filter, the latter is "spared" the task of estimating and compensating the flat delay itself. In 

a sense, the input signal is "centered" with respect to the echo signal. Another way of 

viewing this problem is by considering the pure delay and active part of the acoustic echo 

path as two separate systems connected in series. This arrangement is expressed in (4-16) 

and repeated here for convenience: 
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where H(G>) is the frequency response of the acoustic echo path and Hact((£>) is the 

frequency response of the active section of the acoustic echo path. The approach proposed 

in this thesis consists of: 

1. Estimating the value for A is using TDE and compensating this pure delay into the 

input signal path; 

2. Estimating the impulse response of Hact(<$>) using adaptive filtering and 

compensating this into the input signal path in series with the pure delay above. 

The general structure used for combining TDE and compensation with adaptive filtering 

was given in Figure 3-9. Figure 4-15 provides a more transparent view of this structure. 

Mn) 

e{n) 

A 

Preprocessing Preprocessing 

Bf. (z) " | D 

Variable 
Delay 

x(n) 

Figure 4-17 Adaptive filtering with TDE and time delay compensation 
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4.9.2 TDE and Compensation Exploiting SAF Structures 

Subband Adaptive Filtering (SAF), which was treated in Chapter 3, involves splitting the 

input signals into a number of subbands. The operations performed to obtain each of the 

resulting subband signals using analysis filter banks are similar to the preprocessing step 

used in the proposed TDE structure. This implies that when adaptive filtering is 

performed using SAF, the subband signals could be directly used as preprocessed signals. 

In this way the preprocessing step can be omitted and further computational savings can 

be achieved. The combination of the SAF with TDE is depicted in Figure 4-18. 

Figure 4-18 TDE combined with SAF for AEC 

In Figure 4-18, the k-th subband of each signal was chosen as input to the TDE algorithm. 

The value of k is chosen to include the section of the signal spectrum with the highest 

energy. Note that the role of the preprocessing filter B(z) is played by the analysis filter 

Hk(z). 

Although the approach discussed in this section allows for a drastic decrease in 

computation, it has two limitations: first, it is only applicable when SAF are being 
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employed; second, it does not allow for as much control over the selection of the 

preprocessing functions since the downsampling operation and the decimation filter are 

both dependent on the SAF structure. 
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CHAPTER 5 

SIMULATIONS 

5.1 Performance Measures 

To quantify the performance of the proposed TDE system coupled with the AEC system, 

a few performance metrics must first be introduced. 

Echo Return Loss Enhancement (ERLE) - a popular performance measure for Echo 

cancellation systems [14]. The ERLE is defined as the ratio of the energy of the incoming 

echo with the energy of the residual echo, that is: 

ERLE=101og 1 0
j g { ^ ( " ) } (5-1) 

E{e\n)} 

where d(n) is the incoming echo signal and e(n) is the residual echo signal after AEC is 

performed. The ERLE is approximated in practice using sliding windows: 

Nw-\ 

Y^d^n-k) 
ERLE(«) = 10 log10 £ L (5-2) 

2>2("-*) 
k=0 

In this case, d{n) is the microphone input, e(n) is the error signal coming from the AEC 

system and Nw is the window size. 

System distance - indicates the quality of the convergence of the adaptive system by 

measuring the difference between the tap weight vector and the ideal Wiener solution: 
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srf(w) = 101og 
r"h-h(n)f^ 

10 (5-3) 

In this thesis, instead of the optimal Wiener solution, the given acoustic echo path 

impulse response will be used. Specifically, given the actual impulse response to be: 

h=[ho, ..., hu-i] and the approximated response: h =[ho, ..., h^.i], then the system 

distance is approximated using the expression: 

«/(«) = 10 loglO 
w-i 

E&-W)2 
.'=0 

(5-4) 

Reverberation time - is an indicator of the amount of reverberation present in an acoustic 

environment. It is defined as the time it takes for the impulse response of the acoustic 

environment to fall 60dB from its peak value. 

Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) - defined as: 

J V - l 

^\n-k) 

SNR = l0\ogwf k=0 (5-5) 

5>2(/i-*) 
k=0 

where s{n) is the signal and w(n) is the additive noise. 
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5.2 Test Signals 

The test signals used in this thesis were speech signals taken from two sources: 

1. The .wav file in Matlab called dft__speech.wav located in the 

Matlab\toolbox\dspblks folder in Matlab. This is a 2-channel .wav file with 

sampling frequency of 22050Hz (Figure 5-2). 

2. Recordings using a PC platform and a microphone using Audacity V. 1.2.6 digital 

audio editor [43]. The speech signals were recorded at 44.1kHz and resampled 

down to 16kHz. The resampling was performed in Matlab using the function: y = 

re sample (x, p, q) which resamples the sequence in vector x dlp/q times the 

original sampling rate, using a polyphase filter implementation [44]. 

Recorded Speech Signal 

Time (samples) 

Figure 5-1 Recorded speech signal 
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Speech Signal 

Time (samples) x 59' 

Figure 5-2 Speech signal dft_speech.wav 

The time-varying frequency response of the speech signal can be visualized using the 

spectrogram. This computes the magnitude of the windowed discrete-time Fourier 

transform of a signal using a sliding window. The spectrogram of the speech signal in 

Figure 5-1 is depicted in Figure 5-3 using 1024 sample time windows. 
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Spectrogram of Speech Signal 

, . - i—.f:— j f r : . * — — .*.— t : - . Sc~_ .<=: .&r — » _| 
0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 

Time x 10
4 

Figure 5-3 Spectrogram of the speech signal in Figure 5-1 

5.3 Acoustic Echo Path Responses 

The main purpose of the AEC and TDE systems is to model the active part and fiat delay 

part of the acoustic echo path response respectively. Acoustic echo paths vary with time 

due to factors such as the relative motion of receiver and transmitter as well as motion of 

objects within the acoustic environment [13], [14], [18]. It is assumed that only the first 

factor (relative motion of receiver and transmitter) influences the flat delay region of the 

acoustic echo path response significantly enough to require "full" TDE processing (i.e. 

employing TDE in a large search range). The effect the second factor - motion of objects 

within the acoustic environment - is assumed to have minimal influence on the echo path 

and as a result only require a search within a small range of possible delays (i.e. it is 

assumed that the flat delay only changes by a small number of samples, thus only 

requiring the use of the second proposed algorithm). 
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Four different echo path responses are used to test the performance of the AEC-TDE 

system: o f f i c e l . m a t , o f f ice2 .mat, room_highreverb. mat, room__highreverbl .mat. 

The impulse responses differ in length, reverberation time and flat delay. The first two 

impulse responses are characteristic of small rooms and offices (Figure 1 -4 depicts 

of fice2 .mat). The next two impulse responses are characteristic of larger rooms and 

have more reverberation than the first two (Figure 1 -5 depicts room_highreverb. mat). 

The impulse responses are generated in Matlab and their respective flat delay is 

artificially altered as needed. 

5.4 Simulation Results 

This chapter illustrates the results from a series of simulations which were performed to 

test the robustness and speed of convergence of the proposed algorithms as well as their 

dependence on certain parameters. The performance of the proposed algorithm is tested 

through three stages, each of which deals with one aspect of the algorithms. In the first 

stage, the quality of the preprocessing procedure is tested. The ability of the proposed 

algorithms to identify the optimal flat delay is demonstrated in this stage. The proposed 

TDE algorithm is compared to two other candidate algorithms for real-time TDE: cross 

correlation and GCC. In the second series of simulations, the performance gain in AEC 

using fullband and subband NLMS in combination with the proposed algorithms is 

demonstrated. The last set of simulations demonstrates real-time operation of the 

proposed algorithms. 

All the simulations are performed using Matlab version 7 on a computer working with an 

Intel Centrino Duo T2450 processor at 2 GHz with 2GB of RAM. 
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5.4.1 Performance Comparison of TDE Algorithms 

In this section, the proposed TDE algorithm is compared to the performance of: 

1. The classical cross-correlation based TDE, and 

2. GCC-based TDE. 

The above algorithms are the only ones which are suitable for real-time and single-

channel performance. 

The setup for the experiment is shown in Figure 5-4. The TDE algorithm must identify 

the flat delay that the echo path introduces into the input signal. 

Echo Path 

x«(n> 
Preprocessing 

ID B(z) T D E 

Preprocessing 

8(z) i* 
x(n) 

Flat Delay in Echo Path 

Figure 5-4 Experiment setup to test TDE algorithm performance 

The results are shown in the form of histograms that depict how many times the optimal 

delay is identified as being within a range of width 10 samples. To achieve the desired 

results, the following data were used: 

Two echo path impulse responses, the first one with a lower reverberation than the 

second. The impulse responses are of f ice2 .mat which has a flat delay of 200 samples, 

and room_highrerb. mat which has a flat delay of about 350 samples; 
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Thirty eight (38) different speech segments extracted from each of eight (8) speech 

signals. Four of the speech signals originate from a male speaker and four from a female 

speaker. The result is three hundred and four (304) different speech segments, all of 

which were used on each echo path impulse response. Each speech segment has a 

sampling rate of 16kHz and a length of 512 samples (32 ms). 

The following parameters were used when evaluating the ability of each algorithm to 

detect the optimal flat delay: 

The optimal delay is searched for within a window of length 200 samples, e.g. if the 

optimal flat delay is 200 samples, the TDE algorithms are applied for delays 100 to 300; 

To approximate the cross correlation function for each of the delays within the interval 

above, a time window of 512 samples (32 ms) is used. 

Figures 5-5 to 5-9 depict the histograms resulting from testing the respective TDE 

algorithm on 140 of the speech segments which were "filtered through" the echo path 

response of f ice2 .mat. The proposed algorithm is tested for different values of the 

downsampling factor (M= 8, 10 and 16). 
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Figure 5-5 TDE algorithm performance- cross correlation 

GCC 

Figure 5-6 TDE algorithm performance - GCC 

Proposed Algorithm (M=8) 
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Figure 5-7 TDE algorithm performance - proposed (M=8) 
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Proposed Algorithm (M=10) 
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Figure 5-8 TDE algorithm performance - proposed (M=10) 

Proposed Algorithm (M=16) 
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Figure 5-9 TDE algorithm performance - proposed (M=16) 

Figures 5-10 to 5-14 depict the histograms resulting from testing the respective TDE 

algorithms on 140 of the speech segments which were "filtered through" the echo path 

response room_highreverb. mat. The proposed algorithm is again tested for different 

values of the downsampling factor (M= 8, 10 and 16). 
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Cross Correlation 

200 220 

Figure 5-10 TDE algorithm performance - cross correlation 
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Figure 5-11 TDE algorithm performance - GCC 
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Figure 5-12 TDE algorithm performance- proposed (M=8) 
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Proposed Algorithm (M=10) 

Figure 5-13 TDE algorithm performance - proposed (M=10) 
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Figure 5-14 TDE algorithm performance - proposed (M=16) 

When considering the environment with low reverberation (implemented by 

of f ice2 .mat), the proposed algorithm with M=8 and M=10 outperforms the classical 

cross correlation algorithm and performs similarly to the GCC. 

On the other hand, in the reverberant environment (implemented by 

room_highreverb .mat), the proposed algorithm with M=8 M=10 and M=16 outperforms 

all other algorithms. A summary of the results is given in Table 5-1. 
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Table 5-1 Percentage of correct identification of the optimal delay 

Low 

Reverb. 

High 

Reverb. 

Cross-Corr. 

44% 

50% 

GCC 

85% 

16% 

Proposed Algorithm 

M=8 

85% 

85% 

M=10 

73% 

79% 

M=16 

29% 

62% 

5.4.2 TDE and Time Delay Compensation with Adaptive FilterinR 

The experimental results illustrated in this section demonstrate the performance gain of 

using time delay estimation and compensation for AEC. The experiment performed in 

this stage consists of observing the performance of the adaptive filter for different values 

of the compensated delay A (see Figure 4-17). 

First, white Gaussian noise is used as input and its filtered version (through the echo path 

of f ice2 .mat) is used as the desired signal. Adaptive filtering is performed using: 

Fullband adaptive NLMS of length 512 taps; 

Subband adaptive NLMS with M=16 D=S. The NLMS filter in each channel is of length 

64 taps; the analysis and synthesis filters are of length 12 samples. 

The maximum and average ERLE are plotted as a function of the value of the 

compensated delay (Figure 5-15 and 5-16) which is incorporated into the input signal. 
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Figure 5-15 Average ERLE as a function of the compensated delay 

Maximum ERLE 
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Figure 5-16 Maximum ERLE as a function of the compensated delay 

The results above show the increase in AEC performance as the compensated delay 

approaches the optimal flat delay. After the compensated delay exceeds the value of the 
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optimal flat delay, the ERLE quickly drops. This happens because the AEC coefficients 

fail to cover the beginning of the active part of the echo path response, which are the 

coefficients with the highest amplitude. Thus care must be taken not to overestimate the 

value of the flat delay. 

In order to better visualize the possible gain of using time delay compensation, the 

dependence of the ERLE on the length of the adaptive filter was analyzed. Figures 5-17 

and 5-18 depict the maximum and average ERLE as a function of the filter length for 

fullband and subband adaptive filters respectively. 
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Figure 5-17 Average and maximum ERLE as a function of the adaptive filter length (fullband) 
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Average and Max ERLE 
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Figure 5-18 Average and maximum ERLE as a function of the adaptive filter length (subband) 

Note that, to achieve the same ERLE improvement that was achieved by time delay 

compensation, an additional 190 taps was needed for the fullband adaptation and 20 taps 

for the subband adaptation. This is equivalent to an 18% and 31% saving in filter 

coefficients respectively. 

Similarly to the approach used so far, the following experiments will demonstrate the 

ERLE improvement when the flat delay present in the echo path is compensated. In these 

simulations, however, speech signals will be used as opposed to white noise for the 

evaluation of the algorithms in question. The results are generated using four speech 

signals and two different echo path impulse responses (office2.mat and 

roomjiighreverb.mat). Gaussian white noise is inserted to achieve an SNR = lOdB. 

Adaptive filtering is performed using: 

1. Fullband adaptive NLMS of length 512 taps; 
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2. Subband adaptive NLMS with M=\6 channels and decimation factor D=8. The 

NLMS filter in each channel is of length 92 taps; the analysis and synthesis filters 

are of length 192 samples. 

Figures 5-19 to 5-22 depict the maximum and average ERLE values as a function of the 

compensated delay. 
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Figure 5-19 Average ERLE as a function of the compensated delay (of f i c e 2 . mat) 
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Figure 5-20 Maximum ERLE as a function of the compensated delay (of f i c e 2 .mat) 
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Figure 5-21 Average ERLE as a function of the compensated delay ( r o o m _ h i g h r e v e r b . mat) 
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Figure 5-22 Maximum ERLE as a function of the compensated delay ( r o o m _ h i g h r e v e r b . mat) 

Based on the results of the experiments conducted, the following conclusions can be 

drawn: 

Compensating the flat delay section of the echo path into the input signal improves the 

performance of the AEC; 

1. Employing TDE and time delay compensation allows for the use of smaller 

adaptive filters to achieve a given AEC performance 

5.4.3 Real Time Operation 

To visualize the operation of the rough TDE algorithm, the following experiment shows 

the result of using the proposed algorithm in real time with the flat delay abruptly 

changing values three times (at respectively 200,250,300 and 150 samples). 
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Figure 5-23 Operation of the proposed scheme for rough delay estimation 

There is an inherent delay in the algorithm above due to the preprocessing step and the 

computation of the cross correlation. Nonetheless, it is apparent that the proposed method 

is robust and apt for real-time operation. The proposed TDE algorithm roughly estimates 

the optimal flat delay. The exact TDE scheme can be employed to obtain a more refined 

estimate of the flat delay. 

In order to get a better view at how the estimated delay evolves in real time, Figure 5-24 

depicts a zoomed-in view of a section of Figure 5-23. Note that the TDE module is 

activated at sample 199. This means that in this case it took 10*8=80 samples - or 10ms -

to achieve an estimate of the rough delay value. 
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Figure 5-24 Operation of the proposed scheme for rough delay estimation - detailed view 

Next, the operation of the exact delay estimation algorithm is examined in conditions that 

simulate real-time operation. This experiment consists of applying the proposed algorithm 

in real time with the flat delay abruptly changing values three times (at respectively 

200,199,202 and 203 samples). Figures 5-25 and 5-26 depict the result of the 

aforementioned experiment. A close-up view of the initial stages of the process of 

estimating the exact delay is given in Figure 5-27. It is evident from this figure that the 

exact TDE algorithm takes much longer to achieve the optimal estimate that its rough-

delay counterpart. In this case, a period longer than 1 s is needed to achieve the desired 

estimate - which might not be practical if the optimal delay changes within this Is 

interval. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

This thesis introduced a TDE algorithm which is based on a parallel search of the cross 

correlation function. The signals whose relative time delay needs to be estimated are 

initially preprocessed. The preprocessing stage is meant to increase the accuracy of the 

TDE algorithm by modifying the spectrum if the signals in question. In addition, 

preprocessing works at a sampling rate which is a fraction of that of the input signals, 

thus the possibility for computational savings is introduced. For the purposes of this 

thesis, the signals in question - whose respective time delay needs to be estimated -

correspond to a speech signal and its filtered version plus noise. The intended application 

is estimating the pure delay which an acoustic echo path - which is in fact modelled by a 

filter - introduces into a speech signal. The value of this delay - also known as the "flat 

delay" - is then compensated into the path of the signal thus "centering" the signals. This 

procedure saves effort and resources which would have otherwise been - inaccurately -

employed by the AEC adaptive filter itself. 

The algorithm proposed in this thesis focuses on two aspects: 

1. Accuracy - the presence of speech signals and reverberation in general 

deteriorates the accuracy of TDE algorithms and calls for additional "fixes" at the 

cost of computational complexity; 

2. Low computational cost - the proposed TDE algorithm is employed in real-time 

AEC. This calls for low computation and fast convergence. 
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The first issue above is addressed by the introduction of the preprocessing step. The 

second issue is addressed by introducing downsampling and parallel search. The resulting 

algorithm represents a step forward when compared to existing approaches such as cross 

correlation and GCC. 

Despite its improved features, the proposed TDE algorithm has several points that could 

be developed further. Some of these are familiar issues which TDE algorithms working 

under the same circumstances are often faced with. These issues, with possible future 

work to improve them are mentioned below: 

1. Time of convergence - the TDE algorithm sometimes takes a relatively long time 

to converge to the accurate estimates of the delay. This is especially true for the 

exact TDE algorithm. Given that the delay to be estimated might vary with time, it 

is important to estimate its value before it changes. A general improvement of the 

algorithm should naturally diminish the time of convergence. 

2. Robustness in the presence of speech - one of the reasons why the TDE algorithm 

does not offer 100% robustness is due to the presence of speech signals and their 

use for estimating the delays. It was mentioned previously in this thesis that 

speech signals are inherently time-varying. Possible improvements to the 

algorithm include the employment of a time-varying preprocessing step or the use 

of perceptual models of speech such that more information is available to the TDE 

algorithm. 

3. Robustness in the presence of reverberation - reverberation is another major 

factor that negatively influences the performance of correlation-based TDE 

algorithms such as the one proposed in this thesis. While - as mentioned in 

Chapter 2 - solutions have been proposed to deal with reverberation, they tend to 
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be costly from a computational point of view. In general, accounting for the 

presence of reverberation implies that the TDE algorithm needs to somehow 

identify (at least partially) the impulse response of the unknown echo path. In this 

way the sample of the impulse response with the highest amplitude is selected and 

assumed to be the limiter of the flat delay. One possible way to improve this 

aspect of the TDE algorithm is to include prior information about the expected 

shape of the echo path impulse response. 

Although improvements are possible by undertaking the research efforts suggested above, 

one must keep in mind that due to the presence of random processes and variables and the 

use of several approximated values, the TDE algorithms cannot achieve 100% robustness. 

Instead, one must formulate expected thresholds for performance and computational costs 

based on the application at hand. This information, in turn, allows the user to choose the 

most appropriate algorithm. 
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APPENDICES 

APPENDIX A 

Statistical Preliminaries 

A.l Random Variables and Random Processes 

A probability system is composed of the set of possible outcomes of an experiment and 

their associated probability. For example, the experiment of tossing a coin has two 

outcomes, or events {H, T), each of which has an associated probability equal to 0.5. 

Random variables are functions that map the sample space - i.e. possible outcomes - of 

an experiment to the real axes. For the coin toss example, the possible outcomes {H, T} 

can be mapped into {-1,1}. As a result, random variables are associated with a probability 

distribution that can be represented graphically. For the coin toss example, the probability 

distribution is shown in Figure A-l. 
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Figure A-l Probability distribution of the coin toss experiment 
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The result of the coin toss experiment can only take discrete values. Random variables 

can also take a continuous range of values. Therefore a distinction arises between discrete 

and continuous random variables. Their probability distributions are distinguished as 

probability mass function (pmf) and probability density function (pdf) for discrete and 

random variables respectively. The pmf of the coin tossing experiment was depicted in 

Figure A-l, the pdf of a continuous Gaussian random variable is depicted in Figure A-2. 

Zero-mean Gaussian pdt 

Figure A-2 Pdf of Gaussian random variable 

The cumulative distribution function (CDF) of a random variable x is defined as: 

F(x)=f>(*,) (A-l) 

In this case x, is the possible value of the outcome and P(x[) is the probability of that 

outcome. For the case of continuous random variables, the CDF is defined as: 
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F(x)=jf(x)dx (A-2) 
- o o 

where j[x) is the pdf of the continuous random variable x. Multivariate probability 

distributions can be computed that depict the relation between multiple random variables, 

for example:/(XI,X2,...,XN) is the joint pdf of xj,X2, ...,XN, OVP(XI,X2, ...,*#) is the joint 

probability of xi,X2, ...,XN when they are discrete variables. 

A.2 Ensemble Averages and Moments 

Given a random variable x, a new random variable can be created as y=h(x) where /?(.) is 

a function that maps the random variable x into the new random variable y. The ensemble 

average of x is defined as: 

E(x) = x = \xf(x)dx (A-3) 
- o o 

for continuous x, and 

E(x) = x=fjxiP{xi) (A-4) 
i=-co 

for discrete x. 

E(x) is commonly referred to as the expected value of x, or simply as the mean of x. The 

r-th moment of x taken about the point xo is defined as: 

00 

E{(x-xJ)=\{x-xJf{x)dx (A-5) 
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so the mean is the first moment taken about the origin and the variance c2 is the second 

moment taken about the mean, that is: 

00 

E((x-x)2)= j(x-x)2f(x)dx (A-6) 
— 00 

The standard deviation a is simply the square root of the variance. 

A. 3 Random Processes 

Random variables map events into constants, while random (or stochastic) processes map 

events into functions of time. Random processes can be thought of as time-indexed 

collections of random variables. For example, the random variable xn=x(tn) is extracted 

from the random process x at time instant t„. Their probability distribution can be 

represented over two axes, time and probability. Random processes may be classified in 

to continuous and discrete, depending on the nature of the associated random variables. 

In signal processing, each sample in a sequence of data is the outcome of a random 

variable and is associated with a certain probability. 

A random process is defined as being stationary of order TV if for any ti, t2, -.JN-

Mtfirftj), • • • XtN))=Ax(tj+t0)Xh+to), • • • AtN+to)) (A-7) 

that is, a random process is stationary of order JV if its JV-fh order statistics do not change 

by a shift in time. 

Another distinction of random processes is based on the property of ergodicity. A random 

process is ergodic if all time averages of any sample function are equal to the 
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corresponding ensemble averages. For example, a random process x(f) is ergodic in the 

mean if: 

E(x(t)) = (x(t)) (A-8) 

that is if: 

oo , 772 

\xfx{x)dx = \\m — \x(t)dt (A-9) 
-772 

Ergodicity is often assumed for digital signals since only time samples are measured. 

A.4 The Correlation Function 

The autocorrelation function of a process x(t) for a delay T is defined as: 

co co 

Rxx(t,t + T) = E[x(t)x(t + r)]= | jxtxt+Tfx(xt,xt+T)dxtdxt+r (A-10) 
— CO—CO 

The cross-correlation function is similar to the above except it is defined for two different 

random processes x(t) and y(t). 

CO CO 

Rv(t,t + T) = E[x(t)y(t + T)]= \\xtyt+Jxy{x„xt+T)dxtdyM (A-ll) 
— CO—CO 

In the case when x(t) and y(t) are jointly ergodic, the cross correlation function can be 

expressed as a time average: 
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1 772 

Rxy(t, t + r) = (x(t)y(t + 0 ) = lim - jx(t)y(t + t)dt (A-12) 
~*° •* _772 

The auto correlation function is computed in a similar manner. The above formulas can 

easily be extended to discrete signals by changing the integration to summation. The cross 

correlation coefficient is used when taking into account changes in the energy levels of 

the signals. The cross correlation coefficient can be considered as a normalized version of 

the cross correlation and is defined as: 

Rx(t,t + r) 
p (t,t + r) = -= , 'I , == (A-13) 

jRJtjWjt + rJTrj 

Stationarity has implications in measures of statistical averages. Specifically, the mean of 

a stationary process x(t) is a constant, that is: 

00 00 

E[x(t)~\ = J xt i fx (x, i )dxt _ = J x, 2 / , (x, i )dx, 2 = const. (A-14) 
— OO — C O 

The autocorrelation of a stationary random process x{f) is: 

RxxihA +r) = E[x(tl)x(ti + T ) ] = \ \xtxh+rfx{xh,xh+T)dxhdxti+T 
— 0 0 — C O 

CO CO 

= j \Xt1
X^rfAXt^X

h,r)dx
h

dx
h^ =Rxx(T) 

(A-15) 

that is, the correlation function is only a function of the delay. 

If conditions (A-14) and (A-15) are true for a random process x(t), then this process is 

said to be a Wide Sense Stationary (WSS) process. Wide Sense Stationarity is a weaker 
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type of stationarity and is commonly used because it is relatively easy to test. A process is 

WSS if it is stationary in the strict sense, the converse is not necessarily true. 

Two random processes x(f) and y(t) are uncorrelated if: 

Rxy(x)=E[x{t)y{t)]=E[x{t)\E\y{t)-\ (A-16) 

and vice-versa. On the other hand, two random processes x(f) and y(f) are orthogonal if: 

^ (x)=0 (A-17) 

A.5 Power Spectral Density 

To represent the frequency distribution of the power for a random process, the concept of 

Power Spectral Density (PSD) is introduced. Given a random process x(f), its PSD is 

defined as: 

O^O) = lim 
r,XT(co)\2^ 

(A-18) 

Where X(a) is obtained by taking the Fourier transform of all the truncated sample 

functions as: 

772 

XT(co)= \x(t)e-Jadt (A-19) 
-772 

Using the Wiener-Khintchine theorem, the PSD can also be calculated by simply taking 

the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation of x(f) with respect to the time lag: 
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<&„(©) = \Rx(T)e-JaTdr (A-20) 

A.6 Approximating the Correlation and Power Spectral Density for Discrete Signals 

In most DSP application, only a finite number of samples of a random signal are available 

at any time. This mans that the expressions in (A-10) to (A-12) and (A-20) are impossible 

to compute in practice. Thus, when measuring the correlation function or the PSD, 

approximations are needed. Specifically, the cross correlation of two discrete random 

processes that generate the respective random signals x(ti) and y(n) is approximated using 

a finite time window as: 

Rxy(r) = \fJx(n-T-l)y(n-l) (A-21) 
•^ /=o 

where x must be an integer. 

The PSD is approximated in practice using the periodogram: 

*„(*) = 
fiXT(kf^ 

(A-22) 

where Xj{k) is the &-th sample of the DFT of x(ri), and T is the length of the DFT. 
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